Defining the *Escherichia coli* SecA Dimer Interface Residues through *In Vivo* Site-Specific Photo-Cross-Linking
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The motor protein SecA is a core component of the bacterial general secretory (Sec) pathway and is essential for cell viability. Despite evidence showing that SecA exists in a dynamic monomer-dimer equilibrium favoring the dimeric form in solution and in the cytoplasm, there is considerable debate as to the quaternary structural organization of the SecA dimer. Here, a site-directed photo-cross-linking technique was utilized to identify residues on the *Escherichia coli* SecA (ecSecA) dimer interface in the cytosol of intact cells. The feasibility of this method was demonstrated with residue Leu6, which is essential for ecSecA dimerization based on our analytical ultracentrifugation studies of SecA L6A and shown to form the cross-linked SecA dimer *in vivo* with *p*-benzoyl-phenylalanine (pBpa) substituted at position 6. Subsequently, the amino terminus (residues 2 to 11) in the nucleotide binding domain (NBD), Phe263 in the preprotein binding domain (PBD), and Tyr794 and Arg805 in the intramolecular regulator of the ATPase 1 domain (IRA1) were identified to be involved in ecSecA dimerization. Furthermore, the incorporation of pBpa at position 805 did not form a cross-linked dimer in the SecA Δ2-11 context, indicating the possibility that the amino terminus may directly contact Arg805 or that the deletion of residues 2 to 11 alters the topology of the naturally occurring ecSecA dimer.

The majority of bacterial secretory proteins are posttranslationally translocated across the cytoplasmic membrane by the evolutionarily conserved general secretory (Sec) system (for a review, see reference 1), in which SecA receives unfolded newly synthesized preproteins from the molecular chaperone SecB (2) and inserts them into the membrane-embedded heterotrimeric SecYEY channel in an ATP-dependent manner (3). Structural studies of the key components of this system, including the SecA translocation motor, and dynamic analyses of their interactions are critical to understanding the Sec-dependent protein translocation process.

In *Escherichia coli*, SecA is a 901-amino-acid multidomain protein (102 kDa) containing the ATPase DEAD box motor consisting of two domains (nucleotide binding domain [NBD] and intramolecular regulator of ATPase 2 [IRA2]), the preprotein binding domain (PBD), the helical scaffold domain (SD), IRA1, the helical wing domain (WD), and the carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) (4). The large, multidomain structure and the cytosolic and inner membrane localization of SecA (5) reflect its multiple functions, including interaction with nucleotides, SecB, preproteins, and membrane phospholipids (6) and SecYEG (7). In solution, the SecA homodimer was examined by size exclusion chromatography, sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation, and chemical cross-linking (8), and the monomer-dimer equilibrium was shown to be affected not only by environmental factors such as salt concentration and temperature (9, 10) but also by translocation ligands such as ATP (11, 12), phospholipid (13, 14), and signal peptides (10, 12–15). At physiological salt concentration (ionic strength \( |I| = 150 \) mM), SecA exists in a reversible monomer-dimer equilibrium with a dissociation constant \( (K_D) \) below 0.3 \( \mu M \) (9, 10), which is substantially lower than the estimated intracellular SecA concentration of \( \sim 2.5 \mu M \) (13). Therefore, *in vivo* cytosolic SecA likely exists in a monomer-dimer equilibrium favoring the dimeric form. During the translocation process, a SecA dimer is thought to bind SecB (16); however, the functional oligomeric state of SecA for SecYEG binding remains controversial (17–22).
in the IRA1 domain (F808A M810A F811A M814A L815A L818A) and showed that the mutant protein sedimented at a position slightly faster than that of bovine serum albumin (BSA) (67 kDa), indicating that this region is important for SecA dimerization (13). However, it remains unclear which specific residues are on the dimer interface.

Recently, a site-directed in vivo photo-cross-linking method (30) was successfully utilized to investigate interfacial residues in protein-protein complexes (31–33), including SecA-SecY (34, 35) and SecA-SecG (35). In this experimental system, the photoreactive amino acid analog p-benzoyl-phenylalanine (pBpa) is incorporated into nascent polypeptide chains at amber mutation (TAG) sites. Upon irradiation of intact cells, pBpa reacts covalently with carbon-hydrogen bonds within 3 Å (36). Thus, this provides a method for in vivo cross-linking of interacting partners in cells and identification of residues on the interface of oligomers. Here, this site-specific in vivo cross-linking method was utilized to identify residues on the eSecA dimer interface. Our results demonstrate that the extreme amino terminus participates in SecA dimerization, consistent with the monomerization of SecA Δ2-11 shown by analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). Residues Phe263 in the PBD and Tyr794 and Arg805 in the IRA1 domain are also involved in SecA dimerization. Interestingly, our data indicate that removal of residues 2 to 11 in SecA impacts the in vivo cross-linking profile and that residue Arg805 cross-linking is strongly diminished in SecA Δ2-11.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids. The secA gene fused to a carboxy-terminal His tag on a modified ampicillin-resistant vector pET-29b (37) results in the plasmid pET29b-secA-His. SecA variants in this study, including those with deletions and substitutions, were generated with the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis system (Agilent Technologies) and confirmed by DNA sequencing. The plasmid pEVOUL-uaRS, used for the efficient incorporation of pBpa at amber stop codons (TAG) (38), was kindly provided by P.G. Schultz (The Scripps Research Institute). Following the nomenclature used by Schultz and colleagues (38), in this paper, X was used to denote substitution of the unnatural amino acid pBpa. To facilitate the detection of dimeric SecA, a second SecA-expressing plasmid, pcDF-secA-myc, was obtained by subcloning secA with a c-myc tag on the carboxy terminus into the NcoI/XhoI-digested pcDF-1b plasmid (Novagen). The plasmid pcDF-1b, which possesses the CloDF13 origin of replication and confers streptomycin resistance, is compatible with the pET-29b (ColEI origin and ampicillin resistance) and pEVOUL-uaRS (P15A origin and chloramphenicol resistance) plasmids, thus making coexpression of SecA and its amber mutant proteins possible.

Protein expression, purification, and AUC. All proteins were expressed in *E. coli* strain BL21(DE3). Protein samples of SecA-His and its amino-terminal deletion and substitution variants were purified with an Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) agarose column (Qiagen) and further purified following a previously described protocol (10). The protein concentration was determined by absorption at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient calculated with the program Sednterp (39).

Sedimentation experiments were carried out with an Optima XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter). For sedimentation velocity measurements, samples (420 µL, concentrations of 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 µM) and reference solution (430 µL) were loaded into cells and centrifuged at 40,000 rpm using an An-50 Ti rotor at 20°C. Interference scans were collected at intervals of 1 min for 6 h. Multiple data sets were fit to a monomer–dimer equilibrium plus incompetent species model (10) with the software SEDANAL (40) to obtain the dissociation constants.

**In vivo photo-cross-linking, protein preparation, and Western blot evaluation.** To express pBpa-substituted SecA, pEVOUL-uaRS and a SecA amber mutant plasmid were cotransformed into BL21(DE3) cells. Coexpression of SecA containing no pBpa was performed by simultaneously transforming plasmid pcDF-secA-myc. Cells were cultured in 50 ml LB medium with appropriate antibiotics. The working antibiotic concentrations were as follows: ampicillin, 100 µg/ml; chloramphenicol, 50 µg/ml; and streptomycin, 50 µg/ml. Production of proteins was induced by the addition of 0.2 µM pBpa (Bachem), 0.02% t-arabinose, and 1 mM IPTG (isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside) at an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of ~0.6. After growing for another 1.5 to 2 h, the induced cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed in a half volume of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (10 mM NaH2PO4 [pH 7.2], 140 mM NaCl), and then stored at −80°C.

For photo-cross-linking experiments, cells were resuspended in PBS to an OD600 of ~0.8. A 6-ml volume of cells was transferred to a polystyrene petri dish (3.5-cm diameter) on ice and irradiated with a Spectroline Built-in-Ballast UV lamp (model BIB-150P, 365 nm) for 15 min. Irradiated cells were lysed with 200 µL of Bugbuster protein extraction reagent (Novagen) supplemented with 1 mg/ml lysozyme, 50 µg/ml DNAse I, and 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). The soluble fraction was used for Western blot analysis.

Comparable amounts of protein were resolved on 7.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gels and electrophoresed onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore). Non-specific binding was blocked with 5% nonfat milk (Bio-Rad) in PBS-T (100 mM NaH2PO4 [pH 7.5], 100 mM NaCl, and 0.05% Tween 20). The membrane was incubated with either the monoclonal mouse anti-His (GenScript) or the anti-c-myc (CalBiochem) antibody and detected with a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (GenScript). The signal was developed by addition of the SuperSignal West Femto chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo Scientific) and visualized on X-ray film.

**Protein identification by mass spectroscopy.** Cells expressing a pBpa-containing SecA amber mutant were collected from a 500-ml culture by centrifugation. The PBS washing, UV-cross-linking, and cell lysis steps were as described above. The supernatant was applied to an Ni-NTA column (Qiagen), and the SecA mutant protein and any cross-linked product were eluted. The protein sample was separated on a 7.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, followed by an in-gel tryptic digestion (41) of the band of interest. Protein identification by liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization coupled to tandem mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS/MS) was performed at the UAlbany Proteomics Facility (Rensselaer, NY) as follows. The extracted peptides were separated by high-performance liquid chromatography (CapLC; Waters) on a Vydac Everest C18 column interfaced to an electrospray time-of-flight tandem mass spectrometer (QSTAR XL; AB Sciex). Tandem mass spectra were compared with the NCBI nonredundant *E. coli* database using the Mascot algorithm (MatrixScience) to identify the cross-linked partner of SecA.

**Dimeric interface analysis.** All SecA structures used in this study are from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org), except for a boSecA dimer (Div_dimer) (23, 27) kindly provided by J. F. Hunt (Columbia University). The dimeric interface residues were predicted with the SPIDER (solvent accessibility-based protein-protein interface identification and recognition) algorithm (42), based on the relative solvent accessibilities of amino acid residues.

**RESULTS**

**AUC sedimentation velocity analysis of SecA amino-terminal variants.** First, we used AUC to establish that the His tag fused to the carboxy terminus of SecA does not alter its monomer–dimer equilibrium. Previously, we have applied sedimentation velocity to determine SecA monomer–dimer dissociation constants under various conditions (10). Figure 1A shows an overlay of normalized g(s) sedimentation coefficient distributions obtained at multiple SecA-His concentrations in 300 mM KCl buffer. The peak of the
distribution moves to the right as the protein concentration increases from 0.5 μM to 10 μM (Fig. 1A), revealing reversible association. Global analysis of these data indicates that the association constant increases from 0.5 μM to 10 μM (Fig. 1B). The distribution peak at a sedimentation coefficient of ~5.6 S corresponds to the SecA monomer, indicating that SecA Δ2-11 does not associate in 300 mM KCl buffer. This is consistent with the largely monomeric form of SecA Δ2-11/N95 observed using sucrose gradient centrifugation and size exclusion chromatography (17, 28). However, like for SecA without a His tag (10), lower salt concentrations promote the self-association of SecA Δ2-11. In 100 and 200 mM KCl buffers, the sedimentation coefficient distribution shifts to the right with increasing SecA Δ2-11 concentration, indicating reversible dimerization. When the salt concentration changes from 200 mM to 100 mM, the K_d of SecA Δ2-11 decreases ~200-fold from 29.87 μM to 0.13 μM, whereas the K_d of SecA (no His) decreases only ~20-fold (Table 1), indicating that the dimerization of SecA Δ2-11 is more sensitive to salt concentration. At 100 mM KCl, the SecA (no His) dimer is only approximately 10-fold tighter than that of SecA Δ2-11 (Table 1). This finding is consistent with previous studies, in which SecA Δ2-11/N95 was found to exist primarily in the dimeric state in low-ionic-strength buffers (43, 44).

Alanine scanning mutagenesis demonstrates that hydrophobic amino acids near the amino terminus are critical for SecA dimerization. Concomitant mutation of 6 residues (Leu2, Ile3, Leu5, Leu6, Val9, and Phe10) to alanine (SecA-A6) completely blocks dimerization in 300 mM KCl buffer (Table 1). To further evaluate the role of these residues, several single- or double-alanine-substituted SecA variants were generated, and their dissociation constants were determined in 300 mM KCl buffer (Table 1). The L2A I3A double mutation does not substantially affect SecA dimerization, whereas the V9A F10A mutation enhances dissociation by 8-fold with respect to that of wild-type SecA. In addition, the dissociation constants of SecA mutants containing single alanine substitutions at Leu5 and Leu6 are more than three and five times that of wild-type SecA, respectively, suggesting that both residues play a role in SecA dimerization. However, no single residue appears to be critical for dimerization.

Feasibility of site-specific in vivo photo-cross-linking of SecA. The site-specific in vivo photo-cross-linking method was utilized for further determination of SecA dimer interface residues under physiological conditions. We first tested the system for SecA expression. Three residues at different positions of the 901-amino-acid SecA polypeptide, Leu6 on the amino terminus, Ser402 in the core, and Tyr820 on the carboxy terminus, were individually mutated to the amber codon, and wild-type SecA was used as a control having no amber mutation. In the absence of pBpa, only fragments of SecA were produced with reduced molecular weights corresponding to truncation at the position of the amber mutation. Because the corresponding fragment from SecA L6X is so short, it is not observed on the SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Fig. 2A). Essentially no full-length SecA protein was detected for all mutants without pBpa, indicating that the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase on the plasmid pEVOL-uaaRS specifically incorporates pBpa; however, some fragments of SecA S402X and SecA Y820X could still be detected (Fig. 2A). The expression of wild-type SecA, which lacks an internal amber codon, is similar in the absence or presence of pBpa in the culture medium (Fig. 2A).

**TABLE 1** Dissociation constants of SecA and its amino-terminal variants at different KCl concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KCl concn (mM)</th>
<th>Varianta</th>
<th>K_d μM (mean ± SD)</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>SecA (no His)</td>
<td>3.14 ± 1.81</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WT SecA</td>
<td>3.65 ± 0.19</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SecA Δ2-11</td>
<td>NDb</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SecA-A6</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SecA L2A I3A</td>
<td>5.99 ± 0.30</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SecA V9A F10A</td>
<td>29.50 ± 2.51</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SecA L5A</td>
<td>11.03 ± 2.23</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SecA L6A</td>
<td>19.48 ± 4.84</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>SecA (no His)</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SecA Δ2-11</td>
<td>29.87 ± 3.72</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>SecA (no His)</td>
<td>0.014 ± 0.009</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SecA Δ2-11</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.03</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a WT SecA, SecA with the carboxy-terminal His tag; SecA Δ2-11, deletion of residues 2 through 11 from SecA (this is referred to as SecAΔ11 in some references [17, 28]); SecA-A6, mutant SecA L2A I3A L5A L6A V9A F10A.

b ND, not detectable (no dimer was detected at a concentration of up to 10 μM).
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mutated L6A, suggesting that Leu6 lies on the SecA dimer inter-
interactions (Fig. 2C). Because increasing induction time en-
hances the detection of cross-linked dimer bands, we sub-
sequent harvested the SecA amber mutant cells after 1.5 to 2 h of
induction (unless otherwise indicated).

To illustrate that the cross-linked bands are specific to SecA
L6X, another residue, Thr340, was chosen to substitute with pBpa. In contrast to SecA L6X, SecA T340X did not show the cross-
linked band corresponding to SecA dimer or SecA–EF-Tu follow-
ning UV irradiation. As expected, there was no detectable cross-
linking of the negative control, wild-type SecA (Fig. 2D). The fidelity and efficiency of pBpa incorporation and the specificity of
UV cross-linking underscore the value of this approach to ad-
dressing which residues are on the SecA dimer interface.

In vivo evidence that residues 2 to 11 lie on the SecA dimer
interface. Because the AUC data (Table 1) indicate that mutation
of residues lying at the extreme amino terminus affects SecA
dimerization, we have directly assessed the contribution of this
region to the dimer interface by in vivo photo-cross-linking. Res-
dues 2 to 11 were separately replaced by pBpa, and cells expressing
these SecA variants were subjected to UV irradiation. Lysates of
unirradiated cells served as negative controls. Comparable to the
SecA L6X result described above, two cross-linked bands in the
range of 150 to 250 kDa were detected for most variants, with
the exception that SecA T7X did not show the expected cross-linked
dimer band. The benzophenone group of pBpa reacts with C-H bonds
in close proximity; therefore, the cross-linked complexes might be
the pBpa-substituted SecA binding to various interaction part-
ers, including SecA itself. To confirm that the cross-linked bands
correspond to dimeric SecA, a c-myc-tagged SecA (no His) was
coeoxpressed with each SecA variant. Western blot analysis of the
lysates from cells coexpressing pBpa-containing SecA and SecA-c-
myc using anti-His antibody showed the same cross-linking pat-
tern as cells expressing pBpa-containing SecA alone (data not
shown), indicating that cotransformation and coexpression of
SecA plasmids do not alter the cross-linking result. Western
blotting using anti-c-myc antibody specifically detects the hetero-
dimer formed between c-myc-tagged SecA and pBpa-substit-
uted SecA. Consistent with the LC-MS/MS data for SecA L6X, the
expected cross-linked dimer band was also revealed with anti-c-
myc antibody, while the SecA-EF-Tu band of ~150 kDa was not
(Fig. 3B).

Most of the amino-terminal pBpa mutants showed the same

In 300 mM salt buffer, AUC revealed a dissociation constant
that was ~5-fold greater than that of wild-type SecA for the single
mutation L6A, suggesting that Leu6 lies on the SecA dimer inter-
face. Hence, we developed an experimental protocol for the site-
specific in vivo photo-cross-linking using SecA L6X. The effect of
irradiation time was first evaluated with 2-h-induced SecA L6X
cells (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). The irradiation
time of 15 min yielded an optimal balance of cross-linking effi-
ciency and Western blot signal and was therefore used in all pho-
to-cross-linking experiments in this study. Next, the effects of in-
duction time on SecA L6X expression and the cross-linked products
were examined. Following induction at OD600 of ~0.6, the expression level of SecA increases with time for 120 min (Fig.
2B). However, upon UV irradiation, two cross-linked bands cor-
responding to ~150 and ~180 kDa are found for all time points
(Fig. 2C), indicating that the identity of cross-linked products
does not change with the induction time.

To further characterize the covalently cross-linked products, UV-treated SecA L6X proteins were purified via Ni-NTA chroma-
tography and then resolved by SDS-PAGE. Two gel slices corre-
sponding to protein molecular masses of ~150 and ~180 kDa (see
Fig. S2A in the supplemental material) were subjected to in-gel
trypsin digestion, and the eluted peptides were identified by LC-
MS/MS. The analysis confirmed that the lower band is the adduct
of SecA and the 34-kDa elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu), which has
chaperone-like properties and facilitates protein folding (45). The
top band contains only SecA, suggesting that it is SecA dimer.

Western blot analysis shows that the SecA dimer band increases
in intensity and the cross-linked SecA–EF-Tu band becomes weaker
with longer expression, while the profile of SecA cross-linked
products does not change; i.e., there is no evidence of nonspecific
interactions (Fig. 2C). Because increasing induction time en-
hances the detection of cross-linked dimer bands, we sub-
sequent harvested the SecA amber mutant cells after 1.5 to 2 h of
induction (unless otherwise indicated).

Fig. 2 Expression, identification, and specificity of SecA site-specific in vivo
photo-cross-linking. (A) SDS-PAGE analysis of the induction of wild-type
SecA (WT) and SecA L6X, S402X, and Y820X in the absence (−) and in the
presence (+) of pBpa. Full-length SecA is produced only in the presence of
pBpa. The arrowheads indicate SecA fragments that likely prematurely termi-
nated at the amber codon. Their molecular masses are consistent with
the location of the amber codon used for pBpa incorporation. The corresponding
fragment from SecA L6X is so small that it cannot be detected by 7.5% SDS-
PAGE. (B) SDS-PAGE analysis of SecA L6X expression at the indicated times
with longer expression, while the profile of SecA cross-linked
products does not change; i.e., there is no evidence of nonspecific
interactions (Fig. 2C). Because increasing induction time en-
hances the detection of cross-linked dimer bands, we sub-
sequent harvested the SecA amber mutant cells after 1.5 to 2 h of
induction (unless otherwise indicated).

To illustrate that the cross-linked bands are specific to SecA
L6X, another residue, Thr340, was chosen to substitute with pBpa. In contrast to SecA L6X, SecA T340X did not show the cross-
linked band corresponding to SecA dimer or SecA–EF-Tu follow-
ning UV irradiation. As expected, there was no detectable cross-
linking of the negative control, wild-type SecA (Fig. 2D). The fidelity and efficiency of pBpa incorporation and the specificity of
UV cross-linking underscore the value of this approach to ad-
dressing which residues are on the SecA dimer interface.

In vivo evidence that residues 2 to 11 lie on the SecA dimer
interface. Because the AUC data (Table 1) indicate that mutation
of residues lying at the extreme amino terminus affects SecA
dimerization, we have directly assessed the contribution of this
region to the dimer interface by in vivo photo-cross-linking. Residues 2 to 11 were separately replaced by pBpa, and cells expressing
these SecA variants were subjected to UV irradiation. Lysates of
unirradiated cells served as negative controls. Comparable to the
SecA L6X result described above, two cross-linked bands in the
range of 150 to 250 kDa were detected for most variants, with
the exception that SecA T7X did not show the ~150-kDa band and
SecA F10X and G11X revealed a doublet at ~180 kDa (Fig. 3A).

The benzophenone group of pBpa reacts with C-H bonds in
close proximity; therefore, the cross-linked complexes might be
the pBpa-substituted SecA binding to various interaction part-
ers, including SecA itself. To confirm that the cross-linked bands
correspond to dimeric SecA, a c-myc-tagged SecA (no His) was
coeoxpressed with each SecA variant. Western blot analysis of the
lysates from cells coexpressing pBpa-containing SecA and SecA-c-
myc using anti-His antibody showed the same cross-linking pat-
tern as cells expressing pBpa-containing SecA alone (data not
shown), indicating that cotransformation and coexpression of
SecA plasmids do not alter the cross-linking result. Western
blotting using anti-c-myc antibody specifically detects the het-
erodimer formed between c-myc-tagged SecA and pBpa-substit-
uted SecA. Consistent with the LC-MS/MS data for SecA L6X, the
expected cross-linked dimer band was also revealed with anti-c-
myc antibody, while the SecA-EF-Tu band of ~150 kDa was not
(Fig. 3B).

Most of the amino-terminal pBpa mutants showed the same
Using the IRA1 domain were confirmed to be on the SecA dimer interface. Subsequently, Phe263 of the PBD and Tyr794 and Arg805 of the terminus did not form a cross-linked band corresponding to SecA. Western blot analysis with anti-c-myc antibody did not participate in the dimer or that the benzophenone group of Bpa may simply be oriented inappropriately for photo-cross-linking to occur.

Interestingly, a cross-linked band just above the monomer was detected for SecA Y794X by immunoblotting with anti-His antibody. LC-MS/MS analysis indicates that the band contains only SecA. Western blot analysis with anti-c-myc antibody did not show that band, so it is assumed to be due to intramolecular cross-linking. Similar products were formed by multiple Bpa-containing SecA variants with changes in the PBD and in the IRA1 domain in response to UV irradiation (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).

The involvement of Arg805 in the SecA dimer interface depends on the presence of the amino terminus. Although SecA Δ2-11 is a monomer at 300 mM salt, it dimerizes at a 150 mM salt concentration. Thus, we investigated whether Phe263, Tyr794, and Arg805, which were found on the wild-type SecA dimer interface, also contribute to the self-association of SecA Δ2-11. Toward this end, similar cross-linking experiments were performed with SecA Δ2-11, in which these residues were individually replaced with Bpa. Our experiments demonstrated that SecA Δ2-11 can dimerize in the cytoplasm, because it showed photo-cross-linking when the Bpa was incorporated at Phe263 or Tyr794 (Fig. 5). Moreover, a longer induction period promoted more dimer. Surprisingly, however, SecA Δ2-11 F263X showed much stronger cross-linking than F263X in the wild-type SecA background. This may be due to higher levels of SecA Δ2-11 F263X expression (data not shown) and/or a conformational difference that permits more cross-linking of F263X in SecA Δ2-11.
In contrast, dimerization of SecA R805X was drastically affected by deletion of the amino-terminal residues, and no significant SecA/H90042-11 R805X dimer was observed, even following a 2-h induction (Fig. 5). This indicates that unlike wild-type SecA, Arg805 is not on the dimer interface of SecA/H90042-11.

DISCUSSION

SecA has the crucial role of recognizing preproteins in the cytoplasm and subsequently targeting them to SecYEG. In aqueous solution and in the cytosol, SecA undergoes a dynamic monomer-dimer equilibrium favoring its association (13). High-resolution SecA dimer crystal structures have been solved for various bacterial species (4,23–26); however, both protomers in each structure associate through distinct dimerization interfaces (Fig. 6). These alternative interfaces may represent dimeric SecA in different states, or they may be artifacts associated with the high salt concentration used for crystallization or crystal packing effects. It is interesting that the arrangement of the SecA protomers determined in solution by cryo-electron microscopy (EM) differs from those found in any of the dimeric X-ray structures (46). It is necessary, therefore, to define the SecA dimer interface under near-native conditions.

We have examined the involvement of 51 residues (out of 901) in SecA dimerization with the in vivo site-specific photo-cross-linking technique, which enables characterization of protein complexes formed in intact cells (30). That the amino terminus (residues 2 to 11) was determined to be on the SecA dimer interface is in good agreement with earlier studies (17, 28) and our AUC data.

FIG 4 Phe263, Tyr794, and Arg805 are found on the SecA dimer interface. (A) Residues investigated by in vivo photo-cross-linking are labeled on the ecSecA nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) structure (PDB ID, 2VDA) with the signal peptide masked. The structure presentation is colored according to SecA domain organization as follows: NBD, light blue; IRA2, pale cyan; PBD, light pink; SD, violet; WD, gray; IRA1, pale yellow; and CTD, orange. The colored spheres show the positions of the amber mutations. Black spheres indicate the variants expressed as insoluble proteins, and green, blue, and red spheres indicate the variants yielding no, weak, and strong cross-linked SecA dimer, respectively. Residues showing strong cross-linking signals are labeled. (B) Cross-linked SecA F263X, Y794X, and R805X dimer bands were confirmed by Western blotting with anti-His and anti-c-myc antibodies. (C) No cross-linked dimer bands form when the flanking residues of Phe263, Tyr794, or Arg805 are replaced with pBpa and UV irradiated. Cross-linked dimer bands are indicated with asterisks. Lanes M, protein molecular mass markers, with molecular masses shown on the left.
In addition, Phe263 in the PBD and Tyr794 and Arg805 in the IRA1 domain were identified by in vivo UV-cross-linking to lie on the SecA dimer interface.

Mapping the residues that result in cross-linking onto the SecA dimer crystal structures indicates that no single interface contains all of the residues identified in this study (Fig. 6). Phe263 is predicted to lie on the interface in the ecSecA dimer crystal structure (2FSF-PBD, derived from pdb:2FSF), although the PBD was determined experimentally due to insufficient electron density making its topology less clear (4,47). However, the positions of Tyr794 and Arg805 in this structure are inconsistent with our photo-cross-linking results because they are on the face opposite to the crystal dimer interface (Fig. 6). Interestingly, the dimer interface found in the EM structure is also incompatible with that found in the crystal structure (46). Although five dimeric SecA crystal structures exhibit distinct dimer interfaces, the counterparts of ecSecA Tyr794 reside on the interface in two structures (Met798 in Mycobacterium tuberculosis SecA [mtSecA] [pdb:1NL3] and Tyr743 in bsSecA [pdb:2IBM]) and are located near the interface in another two structures (Tyr901 in ttSecA [pdb:2IPC] and Tyr743 in bsSecA [Div_dimer]). Met754, the counterpart of ecSecA Arg805 in bsSecA, is in close proximity to the dimer interface of the Div_dimer structure. Consistent with the Div_dimer and ttSecA structures, our AUC and photo-cross-linking experiments indicate that the amino terminus is involved in SecA dimerization; however, these data cannot distinguish an antiparallel or parallel arrangement of dimeric SecA. Overall, our data do not fit any dimeric SecA structure completely (Fig. 6), suggesting that these interface residues may be on a SecA dimer which is distinct from any crystal structures reported to date. Considering the large size of SecA and its versatile functions in protein translocation, however, it is also possible that multiple native SecA dimeric structures exist.

Aside from the amino terminus, only a few residues were identified on the dimer interface in our experiments. Interestingly, SecA Δ2-11 forms a cross-linking profile different from that of wild-type SecA. This is consistent with the possibility that the amino terminus of one SecA protomer binds to Arg805 of the

FIG 5 Comparison of cross-linking of variants F263X, Y794X, and R805X on the background of SecA and SecA Δ2-11 after 1 h and 2 h of induction. Cross-linked dimer bands are indicated with asterisks. Lane M, protein molecular mass markers, with molecular masses shown on the left.

FIG 6 Positions of the ecSecA cross-linked residues identified here are overlaid on different SecA dimer crystal structures. One protomer (light green) is shown in cartoon and transparent surface representations and the other (gray-blue) in cartoon form only. The dimer interface revealed by the crystal structures is in yellow. Phe263, Tyr794, and Arg805 of ecSecA (2FSF-PBD) and their equivalent residues as defined by the sequence alignment program ClustalW on mtSecA (Tyr251, Met798, and Arg809 on 1NL3), bsSecA (Phe250, Tyr743, and Met754 on 2IBM or Div_dimer), and ttSecA (Tyr264, Tyr901, and Ile912 on 2IPC) are labeled and shown in red single spheres. To denote the location of the amino terminus, residue 10 in each structure is shown by four purple spheres, except in 2IBM, where it is residue 11 of chain B (gray-blue).
other. However, we cannot rule out that the conformation of SecA Δ2-11 is sufficiently different from that of wild-type SecA such that the new orientation of Arg805 indirectly hinders cross-linking. It is also unclear whether a conformational change resulting from the deletion of residues 2 to 11 strengthens the cross-linking of F263X in the context of SecA Δ2-11 relative to that in the wild type. Furthermore, another interface residue of the cytosolic SecA dimer, Tyr794, is proposed to contact and move the preprotein polypeptide chain in SecYEG-bound SecA (48), implying that SecA adopts a different conformation that does not have Tyr794 on the dimer interface during protein translocation through SecYEG. Thus, we infer that one possible function of the cytosolic SecA dimer conformation may be to prevent premature SecA translocation activity.

While we used the in vivo site-specific photo-cross-linking technique to map the SecA dimer interface, the cross-linking experiments also detected the SecA–EF-Tu complex with some ϕBpa-containing variants (Fig. 3A; see Table S1 in the supplemental material). EF-Tu not only functions to bind and transport the appropriate codon-specified aminoacyl-tRNA to the aminoacyl site of the ribosome during translation but also plays a role as a chaperone facilitating protein folding (45). It is reasonable, therefore, that EF-Tu binds the expressed SecA. In addition to the association of EF-Tu with the amino terminus (Fig. 3A), we also found that SecA L815X yields a strong SecA–EF-Tu cross-linked band (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). Similarly, SecA Δ2-11 also cross-links EF-Tu via L815X following UV irradiation (data not shown).

While SecA Δ2-11 R805X did not form the cross-linked SecA dimer, F263X and Y794X in a SecA Δ2-11 context did, which indicates that cytosolic SecA Δ2-11 is dimeric in cells. Moreover, formaldehyde cross-linking, which links amino acids in very close proximity, also showed dimeric SecA Δ2-11/N95 in vivo (44). This suggests that experiments such as those evaluating specific cysteine-cysteine cross-linking that indicate that SecA Δ2-11/N95 is monomeric must be interpreted cautiously (17).

In summary, cytosolic ecSecA (including SecA Δ2-11) exists predominantly in a dimeric state. Our biochemical characterization of the interprotomer interaction provides information on the specific interface residues of the ecSecA dimer. Our data suggest that none of the crystal structures reported to date may be entirely physiologically and establish the need for further investigation into SecA conformational changes during protein translocation.
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